Get special
pricing on Cisco
1
5G Catalyst
Cellular Gateways
SIMs

To help you gain better application performance
with SD-WAN & 5G, Verizon and Cisco have teamed
to provide special pricing on 5G Gateways with the
purchase of a new Cisco SD-WAN license and Verizon
managed service1.

2 micro-SIM cards

This offer reduces costs while delivering speed,
reliability and security of SD-WAN with 5G.

Ethernet
CG522-E: 10G Ethernet link to the router
Optional PoE+ power

Network diversity

Nationwide footprint

Advanced services

10 year price guarantee

By utilizing 5G as a primary
network service for SD-WAN,
customers gain true network
diversity. Two wireline connections
can be susceptible to the same
outage conditions caused by
construction, storms, etc. 5G
wireless WAN provides network
diversity, maximizing network
reliability, and SD-WAN
application performance.

Verizon provides a nationwide
footprint for 4G & 5G Business
Internet services. For customers
with a national footprint,
aggregating different broadband
providers is complex, and working
with an aggregator adds cost and
varying SLA support. Working
with a single provider, and a
single SLA structure reduces
cost and complexity.

A BIG benefit of 5G v. standard
broadband services is the ability
to gain additional services. Want
“MPLS like” managed security so
traffic doesn’t traverse the public
Internet. No problem. Need Quality
of Service to prioritize voice, video
or important ERP traffic? Easy.
Want to route some apps over the
Internet and some over the Private
Network? No sweat!

Consistent expenses and cash
flow are essential to managing
IT budgets. To help you, Verizon
guarantees the same 5G Business
Internet price for 10 years! Save
more and get more with no long
term contracts!

Learn more

Learn more

Learn more

Learn more

Why the Cisco Catalyst 5G Gateways

Easy to deploy

Deliver secure, scalable cellular
deployments from any location, using
your existing routers for primary or failover
connectivity. Here’s why customers are
choosing Catalyst Cellular Gateways with
their Cisco SD-WAN deployments.

Zero touch provisioning
Power over Ethernet
Optimize signal strength w. Cisco dashboards

Learn more

Easy to manage
Cloud managed vManage Dashboard

Single vendor management for SD-WAN & 4G/5G!
Over the air firmware updates

Secure by design

Gateways promo
Boost your launch with special pricing
on 5G Gateways with every new Cisco
SD-WAN license.
Get started

SASE Security w. Umbrella SIG
Immutable Identity & SIM Security
US DOD 1A certified

Carrier grade
Global wireless carrier certifications
Dual SIM for dual carrier
High Availability Auto SIM Auto APN

1. Offer expires 12/31/22. All orders must be booked by this date to qualify. Special pricing on 5G Catalyst Cellular Gateways (model CG522-E) is available for every gateway purchased
with a new Cisco SD-WAN license (Essentials, Advantage, or Premier) and a new ISR or Catalyst series router, provided Verizon manages the router and the gateway (e.g. buy 500 new
routers with SD-WAN licenses, gain special pricing on 500 5G gateways). A limited number of 4G Catalyst Cellular Gateways (model CG418-E) are available for $0 with the purchase of a
Tier 1 Advantage SD-WAN license. Customers are responsible for taxes, shipping, maintenance (Cisco SmartNet or Verizon maintenance) and Verizon management fees.

